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Vagally mediated effects of glucagon-like peptide 1: in
vitro and in vivo gastric actions
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Glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1) is a neuropeptide released following meal ingestion that,
among other effects, decreases gastric tone and motility. The central targets and mechanism
of action of GLP-1 on gastric neurocircuits have not, however, been fully investigated. A high
density of GLP-1 containing neurones and receptors are present in brainstem vagal circuits,
suggesting that the gastroinhibition may be vagally mediated. We aimed to investigate: (1) the
response of identified gastric-projecting neurones of the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus
(DMV) to GLP-1 and its analogues; (2) the effects of brainstem application of GLP-1 on gastric
tone; and (3) the vagal pathway utilized by GLP-1 to induce gastroinhibition. We conducted
our experiments using whole-cell recordings from identified gastric-projecting DMV neurones
and microinjection in the dorsal vagal complex (DVC) of anaesthetized rats while monitoring
gastric tone. Perfusion with GLP-1 induced a concentration-dependent excitation of a
subpopulation of gastric-projecting DMV neurones. The GLP-1 effects were mimicked by
exendin-4 and antagonized by exendin-9–39. In an anaesthetized rat preparation, application
of exendin-4 to the DVC decreased gastric tone in a concentration-dependent manner. The
gastroinhibitory effects of exendin-4 were unaffected by systemic pretreatment with the
pro-motility muscarinic agonist bethanechol, but were abolished by systemic administration of
the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitor N G-nitro-l-arginine methyl ester (l-NAME), or by
bilateral vagotomy. Our data indicate that GLP-1 activates selective receptors to excite DMV
neurones mainly and that the gastroinhibition observed following application of GLP-1 in the
DVC is due to the activation of an inhibitory non-adrenergic, non-cholinergic input to the
stomach.
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Among the many anorexigenic peptides that reduce meal
size, the incretin glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1) can also
be classified as a neurohumoral agent because of its ability
to act as both hormone and transmitter in the periphery as
well as the central nervous system (CNS) (Drucker, 2006).

GLP-1 is released into the circulation from intestinal
L-cells in response to oral ingestion of a mixed meal,
and acts to modulate gastric motility and emptying as
well as increasing insulin release via actions at specific
GLP-1 receptors on pancreatic β cells (Thorens, 1995;
Delgado-Aros et al. 2002; Mayo et al. 2003; Schirra &
Goke, 2005; Beglinger & Degen, 2006; Drucker, 2006;
Andrews et al. 2007; Holst, 2007). Because of its ease of
penetration through the blood–brain barrier (Kastin et al.
2002), GLP-1 also has major effects at the level of the CNS.

Centrally acting GLP-1 acts via vagally mediated pathways
to induce the release of insulin, decrease food intake and
delay gastric emptying, as well as playing a relevant role in
interoceptive stress (Rinaman, 1999a,b; Lachey et al. 2005;
Baggio & Drucker, 2007; Holst, 2007). In the brainstem,
GLP-1 immunoreactive soma are restricted to the nucleus
tractus solitarii (NTS), although an extremely high density
of GLP-1 binding sites as well as receptor mRNA are
found throughout the DVC (i.e. DMV, NTS and the area
postrema) (Shimizu et al. 1987; Kanse et al. 1988; Uttenthal
et al. 1992; Goke et al. 1995; Larsen et al. 1997). GLP-1
has also been shown to increase the impulse discharge
of fibres from the hepatic branch of the vagus nerve, to
induce an increase in cFos activation in the NTS and to
increase vagal efferent activity, suggesting possible roles
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in the modulation of all levels of vagal brainstem circuit
activity (Nakabayashi et al. 1996; Van Dijk et al. 1996;
Nishizawa et al. 2000). Indeed, we have shown recently
that GLP-1 excites identified pancreas-projecting DMV
neurones via both direct as well as synaptically mediated
actions (Wan et al. 2007a,b).

Vagally mediated gastrointestinal (GI) functions are
controlled by two separate pathways both of which
originate from the cholinergic preganglionic neurones of
the DMV. At the postganglionic level, the parasympathetic
vagal fibres comprise two separate and distinct pathways.
Activation of the first pathway, a cholinergic excitatory
pathway, increases gastric motility, tone and secretion,
while its inhibition decreases gastric functions. Activation
of the second pathway, a non-adrenergic, non-cholinergic
(NANC) pathway, decreases gastric motility and tone
(reviewed recently in Travagli et al. 2006). Thus, a vagally
mediated decrease in gastric motility, such as that induced
by GLP-1, could be obtained either by inhibition or
withdrawal of the tonic excitatory cholinergic pathway
or by activation of the inhibitory NANC pathway.

Despite the potential clinical relevance of this neuro-
hormone and its stable analogue, exendin-4, neither the
actions of GLP-1 at the level of the brainstem vagal circuits
nor the actions at postganglionic neurones have been
investigated in animal models.

The aims of the present study were to analyse: (1) the
response of identified gastric-projecting neurones of the
DMV to GLP-1 and its analogues; (2) the effects of brain-
stem application of GLP-1 on gastric tone; and (3) the vagal
pathway utilized by GLP-1 to induce gastroinhibition.

Methods

All procedures, both in vitro and in vivo, were conducted
in accordance with the National Institutes for Health
guidelines, with the approval of the PBRC Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee and according to the
standards on animal experimentation of The Journal of
Physiology (Drummond, 2009).

In vitro studies: retrograde tracer application
and tissue preparation

The fluorescent tracer DiI was applied along the greater
curvature of the stomach of Sprague–Dawley rats as
described previously (Browning et al. 1999; Browning &
Travagli, 2007). Briefly, rats (12–14 days old) of either
sex were anaesthetized deeply (3% isoflurane with air,
600 ml min−1). A deep level of anaesthesia (abolition of the
foot pinch withdrawal reflex) was maintained throughout
the surgical procedure. The abdominal and thoracic
areas were cleaned with alcohol and Novalsan R© prior
to performing a midline laparotomy. The stomach was
exposed, and DiI crystals were apposed to the corpus and

fundus areas along the greater curvature of the stomach
and embedded in place with fast-hardening epoxy resin
that was allowed to dry for 3–5 min. The stomach was
replaced in the abdominal cavity, the entire surgical area
washed and blotted dry, the wound closed with 5–0 suture
and the animal allowed to recover for 10–15 days.

The methods used to prepare the tissue slices has already
been described (Travagli et al. 1991; Browning et al. 1999).
Briefly, rats were anaesthetized deeply with isofluorane
and killed by administration of a bilateral pneumothorax.
The brainstem was removed and placed into oxygenated,
ice-cold Krebs solution (see below). After being glued
to a plastic support, five to six coronal slices (300 μm
thick, 1.5–1.8 mm total length) containing the DMV
were cut using a vibrating microtome. The slices were
incubated and equilibrated for at least 1 h in oxygenated
Krebs solution (32 ± 1◦C) prior to electrophysiological
recording. In each instance, the stomach was examined
visually to ensure that the dye had not moved from its site
of application and had not diffused into the abdominal
milieu. A single slice was then mounted on a custom-made
perfusion chamber (volume 500 μl), and kept in place by
a nylon web. The slice was maintained at 35 ± 1◦C by
perfusion with Krebs solution at 2.5 ml min−1.

DMV neurones: identification and recordings

Patch-clamp recordings were made from fluorescently
labelled DMV neurones only, visualized with a
Nikon E600FN microscope equipped with tetramethyl-
rhodamine isothiocyanate (TRITC) filters. Provided the
period of illumination used for neuronal identification is
brief (i.e. <5 s), carbocyanine dyes such as DiI do not
cause adverse effects (Honig & Hume, 1989; Mendelowitz
et al. 1992; Browning et al. 1999). Following labelling of
the stomach, an average of five to seven unequivocally
labelled neurones were observed in each brainstem slice,
the majority of the cells being located in the intermediate
DMV.

Patch clamp recordings were conducted using
borosilicate patch pipettes with a tip resistance of 3–7 M�

when filled with a potassium gluconate intracellular
solution (see below). Recordings were done using a
Axopatch 1D amplifier (Axon Instruments, Union City,
CA, USA) and were corrected manually for liquid junction
potential. Recordings were made only from neurones
having a series resistance < 20 M�.

Neurones were recorded in current clamp mode and
current was injected to establish a membrane potential
of about −60 mV to record changes in firing rate, or
about −65 mV to measure changes in membrane potential
induced by superfusion with either GLP-1 or its stable
analogue exendin-4. Agonists were superfused for a period
of time sufficient for the response to reach plateau, usually
1–3 min. The longer perfusion time was necessary when
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the recorded neurone was deeper in the slice since the
agonist was slower in equilibrating at the appropriate
concentration. Desensitization to the effects of GLP-1
was not observed. At least 10 min were allowed between
successive drug applications. Only one cell per slice was
tested.

In vitro data and statistical analysis

Data were acquired at 10 kHz, filtered at 2 kHz, digitized
via a Digidata 1320 interface (Axon Instruments) and
stored and analysed on a PC utilizing pCLAMP8
software (Axon Instruments). Results are presented as
means ± S.E.M. Each neurone served as its own control, i.e.
the neurone was assessed before and after drug application
and analysed using a paired t-test with significance set at
P < 0.05. Neurones were considered as responsive when
perfusion with 100 nM GLP-1 or exendin-4 induced a
minimum of 3 mV depolarization or induced a 100%
increase in action potential firing rate that recovered
to baseline levels upon washout. When conducting
the concentration–response curve, a minimum of three
different concentrations of agonist were tested on the same
cell at 10–15 min intervals. The EC50 was calculated using
Statistica R© software (StatSoft Inc., Tulsa, OK, USA) for
each set of responses, the results being expressed as a
mean.

Solution composition

The Krebs solution used was (in mM): 120 NaCl, 26
NaHCO3, 3.75 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2 and 11 dextrose;
maintained at pH 7.4 with 95% O2–5% CO2. The
potassium gluconate intracellular solution used was (in
mM): 128 potassium gluconate, 10 KCl, 0.3 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2,
10 Hepes, 1 EGTA, 2 ATP, 0.25 GTP; adjusted to pH 7.35
with KOH.

In vivo studies: surgical preparations and agonist
applications

Experiments were performed on male Sprague–Dawley
rats weighing 250–400 g. Animals were fasted overnight
(with water ad libitum) before being anaesthetized with
an intraperitoneal injection of thiobutabarbital (Inactin R©;
120–150 mg kg−1 I.P.). An adequate depth of anaesthesia
was assessed (absence of the foot pinch withdrawal reflex)
throughout the experimental period. Body temperature
was monitored by a rectal thermometer and maintained
at 37 ± 1◦C with a heating pad.

Following complete anaesthesia, rats were intubated
with a tracheal catheter and a laparotomy was perfomed.
A 6 × 8 mm encapsulated miniature strain gauge (RB
Products, Minneapolis, MN, USA) was aligned with

the circular smooth muscle fibres and sutured to the
anterior gastric corpus. The strain gauge leads were
exteriorized, the signal was low pass filtered (0.5 Hz cut
off), amplified (QuantaMetrics EXP CLSG-2, Newton,
PA, USA), and recorded on a polygraph (Grass model
79, Grass Technologies/Astro-Med Inc., West Warwick,
RI, USA) and on a computer using Axotape software
(Axon Instruments). Following surgical instrumentation,
animals were placed in a stereotaxic frame, and rectal
temperature was monitored and maintained at 37 ± 1◦C
(Physitemp Instruments TCAT 2LV, Clifton, NJ, USA).

The head of the animal was oriented in order to
expose the 4th ventricle by midline incision and removal
of the overlying neck musculature. The pial membrane
above the vagal trigone was dissected and the exposed
tissues covered with a warm, saline-infused cotton patch.
Following 1 h of stabilization, baseline values of gastric
tone were determined as the mean value of the 5 min
period immediately preceding drug application.

Drugs were either microinjected (60 nl; n = 11) at
the following distance from calamus scriptorius (mm):
0.2–0.3 rostro-caudal, 0.1–0.3 medio-lateral and −0.5
dorso-ventral or applied to the surface of the 4th ventricle
at the level of obex (2 μl; n = 25). All drugs were dissolved
in isotonic phosphate buffered saline (PBS; in mM: 147.6
NaCl, 83.3 NaH2PO4, 12.9 KH2PO4). Signals of base-
line motility and tone were acquired for 30 min after
drug application. The drug-induced gastric effects were
measured as the average of the 30 s period centred
around the peak effect. The basal strain gauge output
was monitored for any changes for 10 min following drug
infusion.

Separate groups of animals were similarly prepared
for control experiments. In one group (n = 8), prior
to apposition of the gastric strain gauge, the sub-
diaphragmatic posterior vagus was sectioned and a
ligature of silk suture was gently placed around the
left cervical vagus as it passed alongside the internal
carotid artery. The ligature was exteriorized through a
length of PE-240 tubing for later transection of the
vagus nerve. After application of agonist and a 30 min
observation period, the ligature was withdrawn, severing
the remaining vagal outflow to the stomach. The rat was
observed for 30 min prior to a second application of
agonist. In another group of animals (n = 7), systemic
administration of the muscarinic agonist bethanechol
(50 μg kg−1 bolus followed by continuous I.V. infusion
20 μg kg−1 h−1 for 20 min) was used to increase base-
line gastric motility. Two minutes after administration
of bethanechol, exendin-4 was delivered to the DVC.
If exendin-4 reduced gastric tone despite the supra-
maximal exogenous stimulation of muscarinic cholinergic
receptors on the gastric musculature via bethanechol
administration, then we could infer that the effects
of exendin-4 are not mediated by a postganglionic
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cholinergic pathway to the stomach but rather by
postganglionic NANC pathways.

To confirm the potential involvement of postganglionic
NANC pathways, two groups received exendin-4, followed
30 min later by the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor
N G-nitro-L-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME; 10 mg kg−1

bolus I.V. injection) (Takahashi & Owyang, 1998).
L-NAME was injected alone or in combination with
bethanechol. Once the baseline motility and tone were
stable, exendin-4 was reapplied. At the conclusion of the
experiment, rats were killed by administration of bilateral
pneumothorax followed by transcardial perfusion with
PBS followed by a solution of 4% paraformaldehyde in
PBS. The brainstem was extracted and fixed overnight in
4% paraformaldehyde, 20% sucrose in PBS. Following
several rinses in PBS, the brainstem was then frozen
and sliced at 40 μm thickness and alternate slices were
visualized on a Nikon E400 microscope for identification
of the site of injection or stained with cresyl violet for
identification of anatomical markers.

In vivo data analysis and statistics

Individual strain gauges were calibrated with a 1 g weight
applied externally before and after the experimental
procedures, and the drug-induced effects on gastric tone
were measured against the averaged value of the repeated

Figure 1. GLP-1 perfusion depolarizes a subgroup of identified
gastric-projecting DMV neurones
A, representative traces from a DMV neurone illustrating that GLP-1
induces a concentration-dependent increase in action potential firing
rate. A recovery period of at least 10–15 min was allowed between
successive applications. Parallel lines indicate a 2–3 min break in the
recording. Holding potential = −60 mV. B, concentration–response
curve for the GLP-1 induced depolarization in neurones current
clamped at −65 mV. The EC50 for the GLP-1 response was
approximately 40 nM. Each neurone was tested with at least 3
different concentrations of GLP-1.

1 g measures. Changes in baseline gastric motor functions
were determined by comparing the maximal reduction of
the gastric tone signal after drug application relative to
the 5 min average of the signal immediately prior to drug
application. To avoid mechanical stimulations resulting
from use of either an intragastric balloon or from gastric
filling with fluid, basal gastric tone was not preset to a fixed
value; the data measured are thus the values of the absolute
tone displacement. Data were evaluated by comparing
the change in response between pre- and post-treatment
values within each group by ANOVA or paired t-test (SPSS
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). In all instances, significance was
set at P < 0.05.

Chemicals

DiI was purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene,
OR, USA); GLP-1, exendin-4 and exendin-9–39 were
purchased from Bachem (Torrance, CA, USA); all other
chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO,
USA).

Results

In vitro studies

In the current clamp configuration, perfusion with 100 nM

GLP-1, or its stable analogue exendin-4, induced a
membrane depolarization in 47% of the DMV neurones
tested (82 of 172). The remaining 43% of neurones (73 of
172) showed no measurable response. During our analysis,
we found 17 neurones that were hyperpolarized by GLP-1,
but the limited number of neurones displaying such a
response prevented a more complete characterization. The
neurones returned to pretreatment baseline values upon
wash out of the agonist.

Concentration–response curves to GLP-1 (10–300 nM;
n = 3–7 per each concentration) were constructed from
cells in which at least three concentrations were tested
at 10–15 min intervals. The membrane depolarization
induced by GLP-1 was concentration dependent and had
an estimated Emax of 5.6 mV at 100 nM and an EC50

of 40 nM (Fig. 1). Similarly, the increase in firing rate
induced by GLP-1 was concentration dependent and had
a comparable EC50 (not shown).

The response to GLP-1 did not show tachyphylaxis,
since 3 min perfusion with 100 nM GLP-1 repeated
10–15 min apart gave similar results. In fact, the first
superfusion of GLP-1 depolarized the membrane by
7.6 ± 1.4 mV (P < 0.05 vs. control; n = 5) or increased
the frequency of action potential firing from 8.8 ± 3.3
to 32 ± 8 action potentials min−1 (P < 0.05; n = 13)
while the second superfusion of GLP-1 depolarized the
membrane by 6.4 ± 1.5 mV or increased the firing rate
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to 23 ± 9 action potentials min−1 (P < 0.05 vs. control;
P > 0.05 vs. first application; Fig. 2).

The excitatory response of gastric-projecting DMV
neurones induced by GLP-1 was mimicked by perfusion
with the receptor selective agonist exendin-4 (100 nM). In
fact, in three neurones perfusion with GLP-1 increased
the firing rate from 10 ± 5.3 to 28 ± 9.5 action potentials
min−1 (P < 0.05). Following wash out and 10 min
recovery during which the firing rate returned to baseline
values, perfusion with exendin-4 increased the firing rate
to 27 ± 12.6 action potentials min−1 (P > 0.05 vs. GLP-1;
Fig. 2). Similarly, perfusion with GLP-1 or exendin-4
depolarized the membrane by 5.5 ± 0.5 and 4.5 ± 0.5 mV,
respectively (P > 0.05; not shown).

The increase in firing rate and the depolarization
induced by 100 nM GLP-1 were antagonized by
pretreatment with the receptor selective antagonist
exendin-9–39 (100 nM). In four neurones in which GLP-1
increased the firing rate from 14 ± 3.6 to 30 ± 7.2 action
potentials min−1, following 10 min pretreatment with
exendin-9–39, re-perfusion with GLP-1 in the presence of

the antagonist did not change the firing rate (13 ± 11.7%
increase in action potentials in exendin-9–39 + GLP-1 vs.
exendin-9–39 alone; P < 0.05 vs. GLP-1 alone). Similarly,
in three neurones in which exendin-4 (100 nM) increased
the firing rate from 8 ± 7.4 to 43 ± 22 action potentials
min−1, following 10 min pretreatment with exendin-9–39,
and re-perfusion with exendin-4 in the presence of
exendin-9–39 the firing rate remained at 7 ± 3.6 action
potentials min−1; P < 0.05 vs. exendin-4 alone).

Likewise, in four neurones in which GLP-1 induced
a 5 ± 0.4 mV depolarization, following wash-out and
10 min pretreatment with exendin-9–39, re-perfusion
with GLP-1 in the presence of the antagonist induced a
0.5 ± 0.3 mV depolarization (P < 0.05 vs. GLP-1 alone;
Fig. 2).

In four additional neurones in which exendin-4
induced a 7.1 ± 1.7 mV depolarization, following
wash-out and 10 min pretreatment with tetrodotoxin
(1 μM), re-perfusion with exendin-4 in the presence
of tetrodotoxin induced a 6.6 ± 1.1 mV depolarization
(P > 0.05 vs. exendin alone; Fig. 2).

Figure 2. The GLP-1-induced depolarization does not show tachyphylaxys and is mediated by selective
GLP-1 receptors
A, representative traces showing that a similar increase in firing rate is obtained by superfusion of 100 nM GLP-1
(left panel) and its stable analogue exendin-4 (middle panel). The similar increase in firing rate obtained upon
perfusion of agonists within a 10 min period also indicates that there is no tachyphylaxis. In the same neurone
as above, following a 10 min recovery period in which the neurone was perfused with the selective antagonist
exendin-9–39 (100 nM; E 9-39), the action potential firing rate increase induced by perfusion with GLP-1 was
attenuated significantly (right panel). Parallel lines indicate a 2–3 min break in the recording. B, representative
traces showing that superfusion of 100 nM exendin-4 (left panel) induced a DMV neuronal depolarization resulting
in action potential firing. In the same neurone, following 10 min perfusion with tetrodotoxin (TTX), re-application
of exendin-4 induced a similar membrane depolarization. Parallel lines indicate a 2–3 min break in the recording.
C, summary graph comparing the depolarization induced by successive applications of GLP-1 (n = 5; left panels)
and the antagonism of the GLP-1 induced depolarization by exendin-9–39 (n = 4; right panels). ∗P < 0.05 vs.
GLP-1 alone. D, summary graph comparing the depolarization induced by successive applications of exendin-4 in
the absence (n = 4; left panels) and in the presence of TTX (n = 4 right panels).
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These in vitro data indicate that GLP-1 or exendin-4
depolarizes (i.e. excites) a subpopulation of identified
gastric-projecting DMV neurones via activation of
selective GLP-1 receptors. These data suggest, therefore,
that the gastroinhibition induced by centrally acting
GLP-1 is likely to be mediated via activation rather than
inhibition of a vagal efferent pathway.

In vivo studies

Microinjection of PBS in the left DVC did not induce any
significant effect on gastric tone (n = 3; P > 0.05) nor did
application of 2 μl of PBS to the floor of the 4th ventricle
(n = 7; P > 0.05).

In 11 rats, microinjection of 450 pmol of exendin-4 in
the left DVC induced a −0.20 ± 0.04 g decrease in gastric
tone (P < 0.05) that returned to baseline values within
8.56 ± 1.52 min (Fig. 3). Three of these rats received a
posterior subdiaphragmatic vagotomy (n.b., the soma of
the DMV neurones that form the posterior branches of
the vagus nerve are located in the right side of DMV, and
conversely, the soma of the neurones projecting through
the anterior vagus are located in the left side of DMV).
Following a 30 min stabilization period, microinjection
of 450 pmol of exendin-4 in the left DVC induced a
−0.26 ± 0.13 g decrease in gastric tone. The effects of
microinjection of exendin-4 were completely abolished
(i.e. −0.01 ± 0.01 g) by a left cervical vagotomy (Fig. 4).

Figure 3. GLP-1 receptor activation in the DVC dose-dependently mediates gastric inhibition
A, histological verification of DVC microinjection sites. Top, a representative photomicrograph of a 40 μm thick
brainstem injection site with the region of the injection circled including the potential region of diffusion (dotted
line) into the DMV and adjacent NTS. Bottom, a cumulative schematic representation of injection areas. Scale
bar = 200 μm B, representative trace showing that microinjection of exendin-4 produces a rapid gastric inhibition.
Parallel oblique lines indicate a 2–4 min break in the recording. C, representative traces of the dose-dependent
gastroinhibition following 4th ventricle application of exendin-4. D, summary graph of gastroinhibition following
microinjection and 4th ventricle application of exendin-4. ∗P < 0.05 vs. PBS.
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The loss of effects of GLP-1 on gastric tone following
complete (i.e. bilateral) vagotomy indicates that the effects
of GLP-1 in the DVC are vagally mediated. Furthermore,
since the effects of the microinjection of GLP-1 in vagally
intact animals are similar to that obtained in animals
following a contralateral vagotomy, these data indicate
that the decrease in gastric tone induced by micro-
injection in the DVC is most likely mediated by activation
of ipsilaterally projecting DMV neurones rather than a
combined effect of GLP-1 on both DMV neurones and
contralaterally projecting NTS neurones.

The response to application of exendin-4 was dose
dependent since 4th ventricular application of 40 pmol
induced a −0.08 ± 0.04 g (n = 6), administration of
100 pmol induced a −0.16 ± 0.02 g (n = 7) and 400 pmol
induced a −0.29 ± 0.06 g (n = 7) decrease in gastric tone
(all results P < 0.05; Fig. 3).

Five of these rats received a posterior subdiaphragmatic
vagotomy. Following a 30 min stabilization period,
application of 400 pmol of exendin-4 induced a
−0.2 ± 0.06 g decrease in gastric tone that was completely
prevented by a subsequent left cervical vagotomy (Fig. 4).

These data indicate that the effects of the application of
exendin-4 were vagally mediated even when the agonist
was placed on the floor of the 4th ventricle.

Peripheral vagal pathways involved in the GLP-1
mediated gastroinhibition

The following series of experiments were designed to
identify the postganglionic pathway involved in the vagally
mediated effects of exendin-4. The rationale behind these
experimental procedures consisted in stimulating the
cholinergic muscarinic pathway maximally by intravenous

administration of the non-selective muscarinic agonist
bethanechol, prior to application of exendin-4 to the floor
of the 4th ventricle. Thus, if exendin-4 were to inhibit
gastric functions via inhibition of the postganglionic
cholinergic excitatory pathway, its effects would be negated
in the presence of bethanechol, due to the maximal
activation of the postjunctional cholinergic muscarinic
receptors present on the gastric musculature. If, however,
exendin-4 were to inhibit gastric functions despite the
presence of bethanechol, then we would surmise that
the gastroinhibitory effects occur via activation of the
inhibitory NANC pathway (Lewis et al. 2002; Rogers et al.
2003; Shi et al. 2005; Holmes et al. 2009).

In seven rats, application of 400 pmol of exendin-4 to
the floor of the 4th ventricle induced a −0.28 ± 0.08 g
decrease in gastric tone (P < 0.05; Fig. 5). The response
to exendin-4 was 106 ± 11.3% of control following
bethanechol infusion (P > 0.05 vs. exendin-4 alone), but
was completely antagonized following administration of
the nitric oxide synthase (NOS) inhibitor L-NAME (i.e.
0.85 ± 0.86% of control; P < 0.05).

Since it could be argued that pretreatment with
bethanechol induces a large increase in gastric tone and
motility, thus placing the stomach in a non-physiological
condition, we conducted a further series of experiments
in which 400 pmol of exendin-4 was microinjected in the
DVC before and after I.V. administration of L-NAME.
In three naive animals, microinjection of exendin-4
decreased gastric tone by −0.11 ± 0.03 g. Following
L-NAME pretreatment, microinjection of exendin-4 had
no effect (i.e. 0 ± 0.0 g; P < 0.05 vs. exendin-4 alone).

These data indicate that the decrease in gastric tone
induced by administration of exendin-4 in the DVC is
mediated by activation of the gastroinhibitory NANC
postganglionic pathway.

Figure 4. The gastroinhibitory effects of exendin-4 are mediated through vagal efferent fibres
A, representative gastric motility traces showing the gastroinhibition obtained upon exendin-4 microinjection into
the DVC in naive rats (top); following vagotomy reapplication of exendin-4 no longer induced gastroinhibition
(bottom). B, summary graph of gastric inhibition following 4th ventricle application and DVC micro-injection of
exendin-4 alone and following vagotomy (Vgtx). ∗P < 0.05 vs. exendin-4 (E-4) alone.
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Discussion

In the present paper we have shown that (1) a
subpopulation of identified gastric-projecting DMV
neurones is depolarized by exogenously applied GLP-1;
(2) these effects are mediated via interactions with selective
GLP-1 receptors located, most likely, on preganglionic
DMV neurones; (3) activation of GLP-1 receptor
induces a vagally mediated gastroinhibition; and (4) the
gastroinhibition occurs through activation of the post-
ganglionic vagal NANC pathway.

Our data suggest that GLP-1, which would be released
either following ingestion of a meal (Baggio & Drucker,
2007) or from local GLP-1 immunoreactive neurones
(Larsen et al. 1997; Merchenthaler et al. 1999; Rinaman,
1999b; Vrang et al. 2003), acts at the level of brain-
stem vagal circuits to decrease gastric tone. This effect
involves the direct excitation of a subgroup of vagal efferent
motoneurones of the DMV controlling the NANC post-
ganglionic pathway. Although the source of GLP-1 in
the DVC (neurotransmitter or neurohormone) has not
been elucidated, our results support a possible physio-
logically relevant role of GLP-1 to activate brainstem vagal
motoneurones controlling gastric motility. The influence
of GLP-1 receptors on NTS terminals apposing DMV
neurones cannot, however, be discounted and it is possible
that at least some of the effects of GLP-1 occur through
the release of glutamate from NTS terminals impinging
upon DMV neurones. This scenario, however, is unlikely
to explain the dramatic increase in firing rate or the
membrane depolarization induced by perfusion with
GLP-1 or exendin-4, and the lack of effect of TTX on DMV
membrane depolarization. Further support of a mainly
direct effect of GLP-1 on DMV neurones can be derived

from the observation that vagal motor innervation to the
GI tract DMV is ipsilateral, while the innervation from
NTS is bilateral (Travagli et al. 2006). If, for example, one
microinjects a drug into the left DMV and the gastric
response is unaffected by a posterior subdiaphragmatic
vagotomy, one can conclude that the majority of the drug
effects are via direct actions on DMV neurones. In the
present study, contralateral vagotomy (to eliminate any
potential NTS-mediated excitation of contralateral DMV
neurones) does not affect the gastric response to micro-
injection of GLP-1 into the DMV. When combined with
our electrophysiological data demonstrating that TTX
does not affect the response of DMV neurones to GLP-1
and our data demonstrating that bethanecol does not
block the GLP-1-induced gastric relaxation, the most likely
scenario to account for all of these results is a principal
action of GLP-1 to excite DMV neurones directly.

Small amounts of GLP-1 are released during the
cephalic phase of digestion, but a larger amount of
the peptide is released from intestinal endocrine L-cells
following ingestion of a mixed meal, particularly meals
rich in carbohydrates and fats (Brubaker, 2006). Once
released, GLP-1 has a relatively short plasma half-life,
approximately 2 min, due to its degradation by the
ubiquitous enzyme dipeptidyl peptidase-4 to the inactive
forms GLP-1 (9–37) and GLP-1 (9–36)-NH2 (Baggio &
Drucker, 2007; Holst, 2007). Since GLP-1 receptors are
located on abdominal vagal afferent fibres and nodose
ganglion neurones as well as neurones of the NTS, and
the NTS itself contains GLP-1 immunoreactive neurones
(Larsen et al. 1997; Merchenthaler et al. 1999; Rinaman,
1999b; Vrang et al. 2003; Baggio & Drucker, 2007; Holst,
2007), the relative importance of the peripheral vs. central
GLP-1 site of action still awaits clarification.

Figure 5. The gastroinhibitory effects of exendin-4 occur through a NANC mechanism of action
A, exendin-4 application to the 4th ventricle induces a decrease in gastric tone (top); following systemic
administration of bethanechol, reapplication of exendin-4 is still gastroinhibitory (middle); however, following
systemic administration of bethanechol + L-NAME, the exendin-4 gastroinhibition was antagonized completely.
B, summary graph of the gastroinhibition observed following PBS and sequential application of exendin-4 alone,
in the presence of bethanechol, and bethanechol + L-NAME (∗P < 0.05 vs. PBS, #P < 0.05 vs. bethanechol +
L-NAME).
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In support of a possible direct central site of action
of GLP-1, as shown in the present paper, GLP-1 has
been shown to cross the blood–brain barrier via a simple
diffusion mechanism (Kastin et al. 2002). Furthermore,
the vasculature supplying the DVC is composed of
fenestrated capillaries capable of allowing passage of large
molecules from the circulation (Gross et al. 1990; Cottrell
& Ferguson, 2004). It is thus possible, although unlikely
given its short half-life, that peripherally released GLP-1
activates vagal brainstem circuits in a hormonal-like
manner.

A more likely possibility is that GLP-1 significantly
affects brainstem vagal physiology when released in a
neurotransmitter-like manner by local NTS neurones that
have been activated by GI-related stimuli. In fact, many
meal-related and sensory inputs from subdiaphragmatic
viscera are conveyed to the brainstem via vagal afferent
fibres that impinge on NTS neurones. A subpopulation
of NTS neurones synthesise GLP-1 and display an
increased c-Fos immunoreactivity following either gastric
distention, i.e. an action similar to meal distention (Vrang
et al. 2003), or administration of the meal related peptide
cholecystokinin (Billig et al. 2001). Further support for a
direct centrally mediated, non-paracrine action of GLP-1
comes from studies showing that GLP-1 significantly
inhibited centrally induced antral motility and its gastro-
inhibitory effect persisted after vagal deafferentation
(Nagell et al. 2006).

Vagally mediated gastroinhibition is accomplished by
either a withdrawal of cholinergic tone or an increase
in NANC activity, much of which is mediated by the
release of nitric oxide, NO (reviewed recently in Travagli
et al. 2006). GLP-1 receptors are functionally coupled
to adenylate cyclase via the stimulatory G protein Gs,
resulting in an increase of intracellular calcium and an
inhibition of potassium conductances (Baggio & Drucker,
2007; Mayo et al. 2003). It is not surprising, therefore, that
the few studies available in the literature, along with the
present paper, describe neurostimulatory effects of GLP-1
(Kakei et al. 2002; Acuna-Goycolea & van den Pol, 2004;
Ma et al. 2007; Wan et al. 2007b).

The excitatory effects of GLP-1 mainly on identified
gastric-projecting vagal motoneurones, when combined
with the in vivo data herein, reporting the gastro-
inhibition induced by brainstem application of the
stable analogue exendin-4, suggest that they are likely
to be due to activation of the NANC vagal pathway,
rather than withdrawal of the vagal cholinergic pathway.
Indeed, our data show that the GLP-1-induced gastro-
inhibition was still present during systemic administration
of the muscarinic agonist bethanechol. The complete
antagonism of the gastric-relaxation induced by brain-
stem administration of exendin-4 obtained by pre-
treatment with the NOS inhibitor L-NAME supports

our hypothesis that the gastroinhibitory effects of
GLP-1 are mediated by activation of a vagal NANC
pathway.

Thus, in contrast to previous reports suggesting that
GLP-1 delays gastric emptying via an inhibition of vagal
efferent activity (Imeryuz et al. 1997; Wettergren et al.
1998; Schirra et al. 2000), the results of the present study
suggest that GLP-1 decreases gastric tone, at least in
part, via an activation of vagal efferent inhibitory NANC
activity. Experimental (Tolessa et al. 2001) as well clinical
(Andrews et al. 2007) studies have shown that the effects of
systemic administration of GLP-1 are blunted significantly
by NOS inhibitors. Despite the strong evidence, provided
in the present paper, that the gastroinhibition in response
to exendin-4 microinjection is mediated by activation of
NANC vagal pathways, one cannot necessarily exclude the
possibility that GLP-1 also has paracrine effects mediated
via withdrawal of vagal cholinergic tone. Rather, our
data suggests that the gastroinhibitory effects induced by
activation of GLP-1 receptors in the DVC are mediated by
activation of postganglionic neurones that are part of the
NANC pathway.

It is possible that, as we have hypothesized for the
actions of cholecystokinin (Holmes et al. 2009), the vagally
mediated effects of GLP-1 are exerted via two separate
mechanisms. The paracrine effect of GLP-1 would occur
via activation of vagal afferent fibres and would result
in gastroinhibition through withdrawal of cholinergic
tone. Conversely, a neurohormonal effect of GLP-1 would
occur via the interaction of GLP-1 with motoneurones
of vagal brainstem circuits and, as shown clearly in
the present paper, would result in gastroinhibition
mediated through the activation of postganglionic NANC
pathways.

In conclusion, the present experiments are the first
to describe the actions of GLP-1 upon the activity of
gastric-projecting DMV motoneurones as well as upon
basal gastric tone. These observations are extended further
to show that medullary GLP-1 induces a gastroinhibition
via activation of vagal NANC pathways. These data suggest
that, in addition to a possible paracrine mechanism of
action, GLP-1 may be involved in a larger, more sustained
integration of gastric reflex functions at the level of the
brainstem vagal circuits. The well established actions of
GLP-1 to activate adenylate cyclase, combined by our
previous reports of cAMP–protein kinase A mediated
receptor trafficking (Browning & Travagli, 2001, 2006;
Browning et al. 2004), suggest that GLP-1, at the level of
brainstem, may induce plasticity within the vagal neuro-
circuitry controlling gastric functions. Furthermore, one
may speculate that pathophysiological changes in the
responsiveness of vagal neurocircuitry to GLP-1 may be
one contributing factor to the post-prandial onset of
dyspepsia.
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